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About This Software

Pixel-Me is probably the most sophisticated pixelart character-generation tool for an almost unlimited number of portraits.
Create outstanding pixelart-avatars for your Steam account and social media profiles; create striking images of your friends and

family or use it to depict your team or for ingame-artwork.
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Create hundreds of original characters using a vast array of over 700 elements

During the last six years, I handcrafted hundreds of custom pixelart portraits, storing all the different parts created for these
images. With a total now of over 700 elements like noses, beards, eyes and the likes this tool will allow you to create billions of

diferent images of virtually any person.
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Just a few of the countless faces you can create with Pixel-Me

Random functions for the individual parts of the overall image will help you generate a wide range of different characters and
most layers can be activated or hidden, corresponding to your needs.

You can move elements up and down, shuffle or deactive them

Pixel-Me currently comes with:

freely colourable skin

7 colourable Backgrounds

4 Foreheads

6 Necks

48 Chins

15 pairs of Ears

66 pairs of colourable Eyes
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37 Noses

117 colourable Lips

186 colourable Hairstyles

50 pairs of colorizable Eyebrows

83 colourable Beards

11 set of colourable Clothes

27 Decorative elements (usable twice)

39 pairs of Glasses

The results are yours to use in any way, both personal and commercial. Files are saved as PNGs and editable Pixel-Me files.

Trailer-Music: Creative Minds - Bensound
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Title: Pixel-Me
Genre: Design & Illustration, Photo Editing, Utilities
Developer:
bumblebee
Publisher:
bumblebee
Release Date: 1 Jun, 2018
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Jeu tres passionnant amusant et qui passent le temps , je recomende ce jeu. Dreamcage Escape is a beautiful short adventure
puzzle game.
The puzzles are decent, the scope fits the price tag, and the artwork really sells it.

Dreamcage Escape is the sequel to the free Escape from 26. You operate various mechanisms and solve puzzles to reach 15
locations on the two towers, uncovering clues to the towers' backstory as you progress. There are also 3 coins hidden on each
level. The puzzles seem mostly orginal, and I enjoyed them.

The game took me about 2 hours to complete. If you're the impatient type who likes to look at walkthroughs, then you could get
done a lot faster. There is one annoyance with the game in that it didn't give me any feedback which areas on the screen are
clickable: the cursor doesn't change, so I need to click on anything that's likely to do something (or where a coin could be
hidden) until I figure out what I'm able to interact with. This can sometimes be frustrating when I'm stuck as I could either be
overlooking a clue or be using a puzzle wrong (what I took for a switch was really a slider). However, the superb artwork more
than makes up for this.

The game was made for 720p and can run windowed; for 1080p fullscreen it adds borders. It runs well on older computers and
is also available for mobile platforms.

This isn't the type of puzzle game that gives you 200 levels of increasing difficulty, nor does it have the scope and depth of a
game like Myst. It is small, beautiful, and not too expensive. Recommended.

Note that the developer tried to add achievements, but they are not working at this point. (Read more.). Played it ...
Check ratings on my group ...
ThePG's Wild Things
Link - https:\/\/store.steampowered.com\/curator\/30872797-ThePG%2527s-Wild-Things\/. Very unique game, and a good way
to spend an hour. The price suits it very well, it is definitely worth a try.. Stiff and unpolished. Keep mobile games off steam
please.. Overall a horrible game. A for Effort but it doesnt really offer anything new or fun. It would still be acceptable if it
were free but its a little bit too expensive for a crap game like this. 1/10 because the dev's tried.. OLD REVIEW [I have used
Fantasy grounds for quite awhile, and this particular system interested me greatly. majority of the skills and systems are not
coded correctly or at all, the system is very incomplete. I would call this early Alpha version of the game. It needs more work,
before it will be playable like the DnD 5e or Pathfinder systems.]

UPDATED REVIEW: After a steep learning curve, my friends and I are having alot of fun playing Starfinder. Still have issues
with ambiguous rules that we have to look up on reddit and forums. Highly recommend that you play with another group before
diving in solo. This system has alot of quirks that require familiarity to the system.. HAHA! HUNTER! \u0ed2( \u2022
\u035c\u0296 \u2022 )\u096d\ufeff
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A few interesting game mechanics don't make up for terrible writing and clunky animation.. this game really is a hidden gem
before you buy ull be thinking oh no not another rushing food game. trust me . this game is the best restraunt manager cooking
games ever in my opionion and i cannot beleive it is a quid yo ucan change the restraunt opening times make your own pizzas
charge your own prices. and even do advertising. and you have COMPETETION so much in this game..... lastly you can collect
awards and medalss tooo this game is fab looking foward to more!!!!. Very cheesy game! One level, no hints or other options -
game just ends and all you can do is replay or quit. Not worth the money!. Normally before I recommend a game I play 10-15
hours of it before making a final judgement. However, in this case King Arthur the wargame is not hard to explain or requires a
deep analysis. The gameplay is simaliar to any of the Total War games mix with some of Civilization 3. The real meat of it's
game is not the combat, but the choices you make, and what kind journey you embark on to change the world. It's straight
forward and the interface system is at times buggy or unresponsive, but once you get the hang of it, it is smooth sailing. I
recommend this for anyone who is a lover of RTS games.. Fast paced, Fun, And really cheap!. Its a cute, fun graphically easy on
the eyes game. Brings back all the memories of 1942 at the arcase.
The controls are sluggish, and there is no option to re-bind keys, or have the use of a game pad.
I enjoyed playing it, but the fustration is real.. The story plot holds you back to much forcing you to do it. No freedom what so
ever. Play Total War if you like freedom to do anything and pick any faction you want. If you want to be shacked down doing
nothing but the story plot in Total War style. This is a game for you.

I have uninstalled it cause the story hurt the game play to much.. I have no idea what is happening the screen just doesn't stop. I
got a weapon that lazily throws grenades to the right of me when I needed to be shooting things in front of me.
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